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Within technicolor theories, we explore the impact of four-fcrmion interactions on the fermion mass splittings via explicit 
breaking of the custodial SU (2)R symmetry. Assuming they do not lead to unacceptably large flavor-changing neutral currents, 
the question is whether the large b-t quark mass splitting can be accommodated given the experimental limits on p -  1, where 
p=-M2w/MZz cos z 0w. We argue that this is possible, although further increases in the experimental lower bound on m~ may' be 
difficult to accommodate in the present framework. 

The generation of fermion mass in technicolor the- 
ories of electroweak symmetry breaking requires the 
introduction of new, high energy (ETC) interactions 
in addit ion to the technicolor gauge interaction [ 1 ]. 
These interactions generically lead to flavor-chang- 
ing neutral currents (FCNC's )  and must be sup- 
pressed by making the ETC interactions very' weak. 
This can be achieved by making the associated mass 
scale A very, large compared to the technicolor con- 
f inement scale A¢= O (250 GeV).  A hierarchy of or- 
der 103 between these scales is adequate for the 
suppression, and will be assumed for the estimates in 
this paper. The problem then is that the fermion 
masses typically turn out to be far too small, no more 
than a fraction of an MeV. Walking technicolor the- 
ories [2] ~1, in which the gauge coupling runs slowly 

#t The idea of raising the fermion condensate was first discussed 
by Holdom [3]. To achieve this he imagined that the theoD' 
might have an ultraviolet stable fixed point. He also examined 
slowly running theories [4] to try. to produce a hierarchy be- 
tween the confinement and chiral breaking scales. He noted 
that such theories can also enhance fermion masses. 

above the weak scale =O(A¢) ,  may provide at least 
a partial solution to this problem. The natural en- 
hancement  of high momentum components  in thesc 
theories can elevate the technicolor chiral conden- 
sate, to which the masses of quarks and lcptons arc 
directly proportional, without substantially affecting 

the weak scalc itself. 
In a recent letter [5], another, potentially impor- 

tant source of this enhancement  was explored. It had 
previously been assumed that the dynamical sym- 
metry breaking and technicolor condensate forma- 
tion was primarily governcd by the technicolor gauge 
interaction. The ETC interactions were then in- 
cluded as perturbations. In ref. [5 ] however, it was 
pointed out that if these interactions are strong 
enough, they can play an important  direct role in the 
dynamical breaking and condensate formation. They 
must be included in the gap equation governing the 
dynamical technifermion mass L'(p), and they can 
then considerably enhance its high momen tum be- 
havior and therefore the magnitude of the conden- 
sate. This effect, especially when combined with 
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walking, can lead to fermion masses in the multi-GeV 
range and even higher. 

While this is encouraging, it leads to an immediate 
potential problem. The ETC interactions must both 
be strong enough and contain enough weak isospin 
violation to be consistent with the lower limit on the 
mass of  the t quark. While the ETC interactions dom- 
inantly affect the high momentum components  o f  the 
theory, they also have a smaller effect on the momen-  
tum components on the order of  the weak scale, which 
determine the W and Zo masses. Even a small amount 
o f  weak isospin breaking here can pose problems if it 
leads to an unacceptably large deviation of  the p pa- 
rameter, the ratio of  the strength of  the neutral- and 
charged-current neutrino-quark interactions, from 1. 
In this letter, we shall argue that a large cnougl~ t quark 
mass can in fact be generated without violating the 
experimental constraints on the p parameter [ 6,7 ]. It 
will be assumed throughout that there is a single ETC 
scale A ( =  O( 103 Ac) ), large enough to suppress 
FCNC's  among the u, d and c, s quarks. Since the 
FCNC limit is much weaker among the t, b genera- 
tion, however, there could be a smaller A relevant 
here. If  this turns out to be the case, it will bc easier 
to accommodate  the t and b quarks. 

The technicolor sector is assumed to consist of  a 
set of  electroweak doublets T = (U, D) coupled to the 
technicolor gauge field. The ETC interactions are en- 
visioned to arise from the exchange of  gauge bosons 
of  mass A with couplings that respect the SU(2)L 
× U ( I )  electroweak symmetry. The effective cur- 
rent-current interactions among the technifermions, 
relevant for p < A, can be constructed from the fields 
L = (/~., DL) and R = ( UR, DR ). The possibilities are 
the following: 

L;,.,,L LTUL, (1 a) 

ff, p~,L I~7'UR, ILTuL I~}'uZ3 R , (lb) 
l~yuR1~y'R, l~7~,R l~7."'rsR, l~Tur3R1~yUr3R , ( l c )  

where technicolor indices and other possible indices 
labeling the technifermions are suppressed. There will 
be similar interactions coupling the technicolor sec- 
tor to the quarks and leptons, and anaong the quarks 
and leptons themselves. 

One could expect there to be, in addition to the in- 
teraction given in eq. ( l a ) ,  an isovector interaction 
of  the form E~"7,,'rL'~2.E'~37UrL'~' where the ai  de- 

note any other quantum numbers (technicolor, color, 
generation number)  to bc contracted in some way, 
distinguishing the various chiral doublets of  the the- 
ory. Using the identity r~ G'~= 26,6kj- 6a6k~, and ap- 
plying a Fierz transformation, this may be rewritten 
as E'~'yuL'~2.IS'~7~'L'~L Thus if we take into account 
that the other indices may be contracted in any order, 
we may assume, without loss of  generality, that there 
are no charge-changing four-fermi interactions. 

This will lead to a set of  "nearly dceoupled" gap 
equations governing the dynamical breaking for the 
up and down members of  each weak doublet. Here 
we include only the (t, b) doublet of  ordinary quarks, 
coupled to itself and to a set of  (U, D ) ' s  by ETC in- 
teractions analogous to eq. ( 1 ). For the U and t, the 
gap equation in ladder approximation ~2 will take the 
form 

A 2 

f k2dk 2 a(M) S u ( k )  
X u ( p ) = ~  M2(k,p) ac k2+S~(k) 

0 

,t2 
So(k) 

+~-2 f k2dk2k2+y,~j(k) 
0 

A 2 . f  /-IJl m I 
+ ~ k2dk 2kR+m2 , (2a) 

0 

where 
A2 

J-tu f S u ( k )  m t= ~ k2dk2k2+X2(k) 
0 

/12 ,f  ]+tt /T/t 
+-~5 k2dk2k2+m2t • 

0 

(2b) 

The technicolor running coupling is o~(M) r3, M(k, 
p) is the maximum o f k  and p, and ac is the critical 
technicolor coupling required for spontaneous break- 
ing in the absence of  other interactions. QCD inter- 
actions are neglected. There will be a similar equa- 
tion for the b quark and D techniquark. In ladder 
approximation, only interactions of  the form ( l b )  
enter, and the only mixing between the sets o f  equa- 

42 Some recent work [8] indicates that the ladder approxima- 
tion may provide an accurate description of chiral symmetry 
breaking. 

,s The Landau gauge is employed so that fermion wave function 
renormalization can be neglected to the order being considered. 
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tions is through the contribution of the technifer- 
mions to the running coupling. The reliability of the 
four-fermion form and the use of A as an ultraviolet 
cutoff in these equations will be addressed below. 

The effective ETC couplings 2uu, 2ut, 2tu, and 2tt 

can be expressed in terms of the coupling strengths of 
eq. ( 1 ) and their t -U  and t - t  analogs. Note that the 
t-quark itself, through the ETC interactions, plays a 
role in driving the spontaneous breaking. It is also 
"dynamical" in this framework. This role could, a 
priori, be just as important as the ETC-driven techni- 
fermion contribution ~4,5. The ETC couplings cannot 
be too big. In particular, 2uv and 2 ,  must be less than 
unity. If they were not, then these interactions could 
drive the spontaneous breaking by themselves, lead- 
ing to a Xu (p) and m t on the order of the ultraviolet 
cutoffA. 

The t-quark integrals are dominated by momenta 
on the order of  the cutoff. The technifcrmion inte- 
grals are also sensitive to cutoff physics, especially if 
Xu(k) falls slowly, as it will have to in order to pro- 
duce a large enough value for mt. In the case of the t 
quark, all the cutoff sensitivity can be integrated out 
and absorbed into the 2's. With rnt << A, 

/12 
k2dk 2 a ( M )  Xu(k) 

Xu(P)=4t MZ(k,p) otc kZ+X,~(k) 
0 

A 2 

2u f Su(k) 
+ ~-: a k2dk2 k2+S2(k), (3) 

0 

where 20 is the effective four-fermion coupling among 
the technifermions. All physics at the cutoff and be- 
yond has now been absorbed into 2u, which must also 
be less than unity [ 5 ]. 

The program is to solve eq. (3) (as well as its D 
counterpart) and to note that with a sufficiently 
strong ).u < 1, the technifermion condensate ( U U )  
(the integral expression in the second term ofeq. (3) ) 
can be greatly enhanced relative to its naive value (of  
order A 3 ). The t-quark mass will then be given by 

A 2 

;., f Xu(k) m r =  ~ k2dk 2k2+S2J(k ) , (4) 
0 

'~ The explicit role of the t quark was suppressed in ref. [5]. 
as Miranski et al. [9I have recently considered the extreme pos- 

sibility that a four-fermion interaction of the t quark could be 
entirely responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking. 

where 2, is the effective t -U four-fermion coupling. 
l f2c  and 2, are roughly the same, then m, will be about 
the same as the second term in eq. (3). Since this 
term can be rewritten as [ 1 +o~(A)/4otc2v]-~X(A), 
it can be expected to be roughly the technifermion 
mass at the cutoff. Since 2 t includes a sum over tech- 
nicolor not necessarily present in 2u, however, it 
might naturally be several times larger than )~u, These 
remarks apply to 2D and )-b as well, so that rnt and mb 
might be expected to be several times larger than 
Su (A) and XD(A ) respectively. 

The question then is the following. If2t,, 2t and 2D, 
2~ are such as to give, say rnt> 60 GeV and mb~-5 
GeV, how much weak isospin breaking is induced in 
the technifermion masses at lower energies and how 
badly does this infect the p parameter? The results of 
a numerical solution of eq. (3) and the correspond- 
ing equation for XD(P) arc shown in table 1 ~6. The 
fourth column gives the results for St; (A) and X,D(A ), 
the value of the technifermion masses at the ETC 
scale. While specific choices of  technicolor gauge the- 
ory parameters arc made for the computation, the re- 
suits as a function of 2u and 2r~ do not depend sensi- 
tively on the choice. The table shows the expected 
result that the four-fcrmion interactions have a much 
more dramatic effect on the high momentum com- 
ponents (X(A)) than on the low momentum com- 
ponents (Z(0 ) ) .  In particular, with the values of 2tj 
and 2D shown, large and rather different values of 
Su(A) and ZD(A) emerge while Zu(O)/ZD(O) re- 
mains close to unity. It is only for the very largest val- 
ues of )-u and 2D that this ratio begins changing 
substantially. 

We next estimate the shift in the p parameter due 
to the weak isospin violation in the ETC interactions. 
The most familiar source of this shift comes from 
loops of ordinary quarks and leptons, whose weak 
isospin-violating masses arise in the present context 
from the ETC interactions. These contributions in- 
volve integrations that converge rapidly at momen- 
tum scales above the larger fermion mass in each weak 
doublet, and have been computed by several authors 
[11]. The results can be expressed in terms of the 
fermion masses, with no further sensitivity to the ETC 
or technicolor dynamics. The contribution of the t, b 

~6 The numerical results of this table and of ref. [5] can be elu- 
cidated by an analytic study as well. 
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Table I 
Results of a numerical calculation of the shift in the p-parameter for various values of 2u and 20. The technicolor coupling is chosen to 
be a'(p)=ot(A)/[l+bo~(A) In (p/A)] for A¢~p~A, and ex(p)=a(A¢) for O<~p<~A~. Shown are the two cases A= 1/ba~=2.8 and 
A = 1.2. The A = 2.8 case corresponds to an SU (4) technicolor theory with 16 flavors of technifermions in the fundamental representa- 
tion, while the A = 1.2 case corresponds to the same except with 8 flavors. The factor N in eqs. (5) and (6) for these theories is N= 64 
and N=32 respectively. The estimates forA, Xu,o(0), and Xv,o(A ) were obtained by normalizing I"o to be 250 GeV. 

/1 a(A) it kD £u A £r,(0) £v(0) £r,(,¢) £v(A) 4o 
c~ A~ [TeV] [GeV] [GeV] [MeV] [MeV] 

2.8 0.33 2000 

1.2 0.18 500 

0.0 0.1 680 340 340 0.2 0.5 4X 10 -~° 
0.6 0.7 680 340 340 6.0 13 2X 10 -~ 
0.797 0.808 630 310 350 120 1.3XI03 0.4% 
0.805 0.8088 560 290 360 330 3.0× 103 1.5% 
0.8088 0.8095 280 180 330 1.5X10 s 15 X103 7.4% 

0.0 0.1 420 440 440 0.2 0.8 8 X 10- t t 
0.6 0.7 420 440 440 9.6 17 I X 10-s 
0.87 0.895 410 430 450 140 1.7X 103 4X 10 -4 
0.895 0.8973 340 380 490 1.4X 103 15 X 103 1.6% 
0.8971 0.8976 200 260 470 4.9X 103 52 × 103 5.8% 

doublet, in the limit mt>>mt, takes the form 6p= 
p -  1 ~ 3m2t/16;,r2F 2, where F is the weak scale = 250 

GeV. From this result, it can be seen that the t-quark 
mass could be well above the current lower bound and 
still keep ~Sp< 10 -2 as required by experiment. Thus, 

for these contributions,  there is no immediate  prob- 
lem keeping thep parameter in line. 

The contr ibution of the technicolor sector to the p 

parameter is more difficult to estimate. Our proce- 
dure is to note that p can be written in the form p =  
I, -+_/Fo, where F± and Fo are the Goldstone boson 
decay constants in the charged and neutral channels, 
and then to estimate F~ and ko in terms of Xu(p)  
and L~(p),  which have already been computed. Sum 

rules relating F_ and Fo to Zv(p )  and Zr,(P) can be 
derived in various ways [9,12-14]  #7. Using the ap- 

I" + / l ~ o - l ~ ( F ~  - F 2 ) / F  z proximation Ap--- -2 ,2 
where F 2~ F 2+ ~ F o z _~ (250 GeV )2, an expression for 

F2~_ - F  2 is needed. We find [ 14] 

oo 

F 2 _ F ~ =  N f dk2k2Tr[SD),t,_~(l_),s)Sop8 
- 128Zt2 

0 

+ s,:/, ,  ½ ( 1 -~,~)s~,P8 - 2so~,,,. ½ ( 1 - , / s ) s , , ~  ] ,  

(5) 

a7 Rcf. [ 14 ] will include a discussion ofwavcfunction renormal- 
ization which is set to unity in eq. (6). 

where N counts the number  of technifermions and 
F8 and P~ are the technifermion vertex functions 

with the Goldstone poles removed. 
These vertex functions can get contr ibutions from 

the technicolor and ETC interactions. Neglecting the 
latter for the moment ,  the high momen tum compo- 
nent  part of  the above integral can be estimated by 
using the asymptotic freedom of the technicolor in- 

teractions to make the replacement P ~ ,  PI~-'  

7u '~ - ( l -Ts ) .  Then using S ~ l = - k - Z u ( k ) ,  $6 ~= 
k - S ~ , ( k )  [14], 

oo 2 

F~ - b ' ~  3292 dk2k 4 k~_~L,~j k2+Z2 . 
0 

(6) 

This integral expression is highly convergent for 
k > Z u ( k ) ,  Z~(k)  making the above use of the bare 
vertex functions not reliable in detail. We neverthe- 
less use eq. (6)  with the caveat that it can be ex- 
pected to give no more than a rough estimate in the 
face of the strong technicolor interactions that set in 
where the integral appears Io be dominated.  Numer- 
ical evaluation for each value of 2u and 2o then gives 
the estimates for Ao shown in the last column of table 
1. As expected, it is only for the largest ).u, 20 values 
that p begins to deviate from unity by more than the 
( 2 - 3 ) %  allowed by experiment [6] (cf. rel: [7 ] ) .  
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The table indicates that if2t~ and ;to are chosen to 
give Y,o(A)~rnb and S u ( A ) > 6 0  GeV, the Ap esti- 
mate begins to become uncomfortably large. Even 
taking into account that eq. (6) is a crude estimate, 
it looks as though this is too much weak isospin vio- 
lation. It is the presence of  the technicolor interac- 
tions that make the technifermion contributions more 
sensitive to weak isospin breaking than the t, b con- 
tribution. These interactions generate an anomalous 
dimension ( = - 3C2/2nb) for the U and D mass op- 
erators, leading to a larger value for Xv (0) - So  (0) 
than for S, tj (A) - S o ( A  ). It is interesting to note that 
slow running enhances this effect at the same time 
that it makes it easier to produce larger fermion 
masses. 

Of  coursc, it is not likely that Xu(A) and XD(A) 
need to be taken as large as m t and mh. As pointed 
out above, it is natural to assume that )-t, )-b are sev- 
eral times larger than ).v, 20. If  that is the case, mt 
and rnb can be accommodated with smaller values o f  
Xu(A ) and L'D(A ) -values that keep Ap acceptable. It 
is also worth noting that we have assumed here that 
the entire F 2~- (250 GeV) 2 must be made up of  the 
technifermions that couple to the t -b  generation. It 
could be, on the othcr hand, that a sizeable fraction 
o f f  2 is built up from additional technifcrmions that 
couple only to the u, d and c,s generations. Since these 
will involve a smaller U - D  mass splitting, they will 
tcnd to reduce the effect of  the technifermions of  the 
t -b  generation on the p parameter. 

These estimates suffer from many uncertainties, 
such as those associated with the strong technicolor 
interactions. What seems clear, nevertheless, is that 
the accommodat ion of  the t quark within this frame- 
work is possible but difficult. Further increases in the 
lower bound on m t may not be tolerable without some 
new ingredient. Wc have, of  course, been very con- 
servative in taking the ETC scale A associatcd with 
the t, b generation to be the same as that associated 
with the lighter quarks. If  it is lowered, the t- and b- 
quark masses can more easily be gencratcd without 
exceeding thc experimental upper limit on Ap. 

Finally, we comment  on the role of  four-fcrmion 
ETC interactions in the vertex functions in eq. (5).  
Thc simplest possibility is the appearance of  a single 
ETC vertex, arising from eq. ( l c )  for example, lead- 
ing to a "figure eight" contribution to the p-parame- 
ter. This sort of  contribution was in fact discussed 

several years ago [ 15 ]. It is not difficult to see that in 
the present context, with A >>ATe, this will lead to a 
negligibly small contribution to the p-parameter. The 
integrals in the figure eight are sufficiently conver- 
gent that the factor of  A-2  cannot be compensated. 
The suppression of  the ETC contribution is, in fact, 
a general feature. The four-fermion, and higher-di- 
mension, opcrators, since they respect the symme- 
tries of  the rcnormalizable gauge interactions, will 
lead cither to physical effects suppressed at low ener- 
gies, or to unobservablc renormalizations of  the gauge 
theory couplings. The dynamical fermion masses 
partly "evade" this decoupling of  the ETC physics, 
through the large condensate enhancements driven by 
these interactions along with the renormalization ef- 
fects of  the technicolor interactions for p <<A. it is 
these contributions that are being roughly estimated 
by eq. (6).  A futurc paper [ 14] will providc a more 
detailed description of  decoupling and spontaneous 
chiral s y m m e t ~  breaking. 

While it is possible to pick a set of  2's to fit the var- 
ious quark masses, and to satisfy the experimental 
constraints on the p parameter, it remains an open 
question whether these values will emerge from an 
underlying theory. The table shows that the fermion 
masses, especially the larger ones, are very, sensitive 
to small changes in the ~?s. Whether this is an exam- 
ple o f  unnatural fine tuning or a hint at the correct 
solution to the fermion mass hierarchy problem re- 
mains to be seen. 
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